
the zenon product family
zenon has grown into a product family with zenon 7 and offers a 
complete and integrated solution from sensor to ERP.   

zenon Analyzer: Platform independent Dynamic Production 
Reporting Tool which processes and presents data from the 
process to the ERP. 

zenon Supervisor: Comprehensive visualization and control 
of complex equipment with excellent connectivity.   

zenon Operator: Specialist in easy and ergonomic machine 
and plant control.

zenon Logic: Integrated PLC System with  IEC 61131-3  
programming environment.

Full reusability and complete consistency across the entire zenon 
product family.

multitouch 
and graphic capabilities 
zenon 7 provides full native Multitouch gesture support for 
your HMI/SCADA applications. You can therefore work er-
gonomically, increase the usability of your applications and 
achieve maximum operational safety.  DirectX 11 support 
allows for maximum performance and additional graphical 
possibilities. Further innovations are additional WPF ele-
ments, highlighting of screen elements with glow effects 
as well as softening of the background graphics during  
operation.

report viewer
The new Report Viewer offers complete graphical report-
ing on the HMI, based on Microsoft reporting technology. 
Whether batch reports, graphic alarm statistics, real-time 
production or KPI analyses. The Report Viewer expands on 
the Report Generator and completes the HMI reporting in 
zenon.

recipe group manager
The new recipe group manager in zenon 7 considerably eas-
es the handling of complex groups of recipes. 

New functionalities such as versioning, status processing, 
XML import/export of recipes, the new filterable and touch 
enabled recipe list as well as the possibility of changing 
recipe variables directly in zenon process screens, are only 
some of the highlights.

security
zenoǹ s security is being optimized continually and en-
hanced with every new version. zenon 7 brings:
   File signature: zenon recognizes manipulated 

    program files.
   Strong encryption: 128 bit communication encryption 

     between server, standby server and clients in the 
     network and in the communication with web clients. 
   Authentication: Only authenticated clients gain access to 

     a zenon server.
   http-tunneling for web server. Web client plug-ins for 

     Mozilla Firefox, Google Chrome, Apple Safari – in 
     addition to Internet Explorer.
   IPv6 support in the zenon core system. zenon 

     redundancy and tools support IPv6 capable networks.
   OPC-UA: Client and server support certificates and 

     user authentication.

engineering – new standards
zenon 7 continues the tradition of creating new standards 
in efficiency and security in project engineering with every 
new version. Individualized templates for process screens 
and specific screen types, project versioning and project 
comparison as well as a freely definable project Wizard - all 
this will revolutionize the way you work!   

batch control
The ISA S-88 compatible Batch Control in zenon 7 enables 
optimal control in batch production. Completely hardware 
independent and PC based allowing for freedom in your 
component choice.  Direct integration in zenon enables the 
use of zenon functionalities such as the Chronological Event 
List, User Administration, Alarms, Historian and Message 
Control in your recipes, in just a few mouse clicks. 

fact sheet #33

zenon 7 offers over 230 new features and functionalities. 
Some of them will revolutionize the future of HMI/SCADA 
applications. Others will simply help you to work more 
efficiently and securely.  zenon 7 provides worldwide unique 
ergonomics for both the engineer as well as the operator. 
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Message Control

Language table

Project versioning

Project comparison

Use of functions and variables
 

Driver enhancements in zenon 7

Webserver Pro Light

Worldview

New certifications in zenon 7

Optimized performance in the 
zenon Runtime

Completely revised message control
  Email dispatch, SMS dispatch and message acknowledgement, 

    also available via freely definable mail services
  Escalation management
  Integration of the message control user in zenon user administration

Own screen type for operating the module in the Runtime, as for e.g. 
monitoring the sent and received queues and shutting down specific alarm 
groups services.

Completely re-engineered filterable language table with drag and drop, 
copy and paste, linked elements and direct Excel export.

zenon projects can automatically be versioned. This enables an exact 
overview of several project stages.

The project comparison in zenon enables the differences between two 
project versions to be precisely analyzed. This information is available via 
an XML Export in external versioning tools.

This new cross reference list not only supports project analysis but also 
optimization. Finds variables and functions which are no longer in use. 

  Allen Bradley unsolicited messages
  New offline import for Allen Bradley drivers 
  OPC UA driver with certification support and user authentication
  Driver for LS XGT control
  S7 TCP driver support for S7 H control system
  Modbus driver advanced data types (String and LREAL)
  Mitsubishi driver for Q series, based on the 3E protocol
  Individual trigger options for the IEC 61850 driver
  Connection redundancy of the IEC 60870 driver (Edition 2.0)
  Block reading of arrays and structures of the B&R PVI drivers
  and much more

The cost-effective alternative to the zenon web server pro with a maximum 
of three clients.

Improved navigation in the worldview. Zooming and panning possible 
directly via mouse or Multitouch gestures.

  Certified OPC UA server
  KEMA certified IEC 61850 driver
  Recertified interface for SAP ERP gateway

  Optimized transfer of data within the zenon network 
  Trend displays: intelligent algorithms for displaying trends
  Incremental data export to the SQL server for AML and CEL
  Targeted update of terminal server projects. Optimizes the update of 

    terminal server projects which have large amounts of data and 
    many clients
  Hysteresis for archive variables 
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